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FINISHES INVESTIGATION
Colonel Barrett Farm
Concord, Massachusetts
PURPOSE
This report serves to record finishes of representative samples taken from select
interior areas of the first floor of the Colonel Barrett Farmhouse. The purpose of this
investigation was to assess and analyze extant finishes to determine target finish
campaigns (c. 1775) for matching to the Munsell Color Notation System and closest
commercial paint system.
TARGET CAMPAIGNS
As there was no basis for establishing the finish campaign specific to 1775, two target
campaigns that were suspected to straddle this date were provided for each room. The
choice of these campaigns was based on comparative analysis and alignment of
sample stratigraphies (specifically with samples taken from elements of doors into the
West Ell from Room 101, West Parlor and Room 105, Bedroom), the integrity of
finish campaigns, and stylistic trends of the period.
As the West Ell was installed in 1768 it was initially assumed the earliest finish
campaign on these door elements would date to this time period. However,
comparative analysis suggested the initial finish on the sampled door elements in
Room 105, Bedroom was later than the initial finish campaign on the door elements
in Room 101, West Parlor.
Utilizing excerpts from Col. Barrett’s will, it was theorized the door to the West Ell
from Room 105, Bedroom, was installed later than the West Ell addition and possibly
added after the Colonel’s death in 1779 as a means to access the Widow’s Third.
Though not part of this investigation and therefore not fully studied, the West Ell
door and casing in Room 201, West Chamber, appeared to have stratigraphies that
closely correlated with the West Ell door and casing elements from Room 105.
SUMMARY
Summaries of findings can be found at the beginning of individual Room Sections.
PREFACE
On January 13, 14, and 21, 2010, John and Dyan Vaughan of Architectural
Conservation Services (ACS) conducted in-situ investigations at the site. A total of
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thirteen (13) samples were taken at that time to help the conservator understand the
sequences of finishes. The results of that investigation were included in a Final
Report: “Interior Finishes – In-Situ Investigation”, submitted to Save Our Heritage in
January 2010. That investigation provided preliminary and general information
regarding historic decorative finish schemes, color placement as well as informed
about sampling of elements for future cross section analysis.
On February 2 and 4, 2010, John and Dyan Vaughan returned to the Colonel Barrett
Farmhouse to harvest samples for analysis and/or archiving for future study. A total
of eighty-one (81) samples were taken at that time. Documentation of this sampling,
encompassing samples taken from January 13 through February 4, 2010 was provided
to Save Our Heritage in a February 2010 Report: “Interior Finishes- On-Site
Sampling Documentation”. For both the in-situ investigation and sampling the
following areas were designated for study by the client: Rooms 101, 102, 103, 104,
105, 201, 202, 203. On February 19, 2010, John and Dyan Vaughan returned to take
samples from several elements from possible original exterior elements. Three (3)
additional samples were taken at that time. Over the course of all work provided by
ACS up until March 1, 2010, a total of ninety-seven (97) samples were taken for
analysis and/or archiving for future study.
The following pertinent information was conveyed to the conservator by Architect,
Frederic C. Detwiller:
•
•

The period of interpretation was established as 1775.
Major renovations occurred within the house in 1768, including the addition
of the West Ell.

Prior to the initial site visit, the conservator downloaded the revised 2009 Historic
Structures Report of the structure prepared by Frederic C. Detwiller for review.
The purpose of the overall investigation was to determine, if possible, finish systems
and colors within select subject areas for the target period of 1775 and to provide
color matching to both the Munsell Color Notation System and the closest
commercial color system for replication of finishes. As per prior communication with
Frederic Detwiller and James Cunningham from Save Our Heritage, it was
determined the areas for investigation would include first floor Rooms 101, 102, 103,
105, and two elements possibly from original exterior elements. As per agreement,
this investigation would include a conservative representation of samples previously
taken in order to get an overview of historic color systems.
Wherever possible, the conservator removed samples from areas where thicker
accretions of applied finish coatings were visible, an indication that early layers were
extant and with less degraded colors. The location of each sample was recorded with
written description, measurements, and photograph (see Chromochronology
Spreadsheets & Photographs within individual Room Sections).
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Samples were examined and analyzed microscopically at the ACS laboratory by John
B. Vaughan to:
1. document the chronological sequence of layers of decorative finishes, and
paints applied to the substrate;
2. identify and color match, where possible, a target finish campaign(s)
within the designated period of significance (1775).
The stratigraphies of all samples are listed in chromochronology spreadsheets (see
Chromochronology Spreadsheets & Photographs within Room Sections), which
identify the sample location, architectural element, number of finish layers, and
generic color names of each layer. Refer to “Analytical Tools and Techniques”
below, for more specifics about the investigation and analysis.
SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION
The alpha-numeric designation used for sample identification is based on the
following:
CBF – 101 - 1
Col. Barrett Farm

Room/area
Sample number
101 – West Parlor
102 – 1st floor Entry
103 – Muster Room
105 – Bedroom
202 – Upper Entry
EX – Exterior
B - Basement

DEFINITIONS
Chromochronology – “Chromochronology” refers to the chronological sequence of
layers that is evidence of the history of application and removal of decorative
finishes, specialized coatings, coverings, and paints applied to a substrate. Specific
reference is made to the color of these finishes rather than a chemical or
compositional analysis of the materials.
Finish Campaign - “Finish Campaign” refers to the system of coatings applied to an
element at a given time. This system can be comprised of a single or multiple layers
of applied coating.
Color Matching - Where feasible, target finish layers of the Colonel Barrett
Farmhouse have been matched to the Munsell Color Notation System and/or the
Munsell Neutral Value Scale. Target finish layers have also been closely matched to
Architectural Conservation Services
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commercial proprietary color systems (i.e. Benjamin Moore, Sherwin Williams, Pratt
& Lambert, Behr, etc.).
All other sample layers have been assigned generic color names (ie: “reddish
orange”) and are based on the colors observed in cross section analysis rather than the
colors observed in loose samples.
SERVICES
The conservator represents his services performed with the usual thoroughness and
competence of his profession. No other warranty or representation is expressed or
implied in this proposal or related and subsequent contracts and reports. The
consultant does not represent himself as an architect or engineer, or specialist in these
respective fields.
The services provided herein are for Save Our Heritage. The services, data,
recommendations, proposals, reports, plans, photographs, and similar information
produced and provided by Architectural Conservation Services are not to be used or
relied upon by other parties, excepting those cited above, without the express
permission of Architectural Conservation Services.
ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
Laboratory investigation & analysis was undertaken employing microscopic
equipment to determine the chromochronology of architectural elements.
Microscopes. The microscopes employed in laboratory analysis were a SMZ-1B
zoom stereoscopic microscope with 10x/21 and 20x/12 eyepieces as manufactured by
Nikon Instrument Group, Inc., Garden City, New York (516.222.0200) and a Zeiss
Standard RA UV epi-fluorescence compound microscope with a magnification of
63x, 100x, 160x, 250x, and 400x as originally manufactured by Carl Zeiss AG, West
Germany.
Lighting. To reduce the effects of metamerism, lighting for color matching
approximated the natural daylight conditions under which the structure is to be
viewed. Light with a consistent intensity and spectral composition was provided by a
halogen fiber optic illuminator as manufactured by Techni-Quip Corporation,
Hollywood, California (213.464.0490). This lighting source was color-corrected to
approximate daylight by employing an 80A filter. Lighting for cross section UV
analysis was provided by an HBO 50w mercury arc lamp illuminator and filter cube
with 325-375 nm exciter filter, FT395 dichroic mirror, and 420 nm longpass emitter
filter.
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Sample embedding. Paint samples were encapsulated in Extec polyester clear resin as
manufactured by Extec Corporation, 99 Phoenix Avenue, Enfield, Connecticut
(860.741.3435) and cut to expose a representative cross section of the paint layers.
The cut surface was sanded with progressively finer grit (220 to 12,000) wet/dry
sandpaper to achieve a polished surface. Micro-mesh Cushioned Abrasives with
1,500 to 12,000 grit was supplied by Micro-Surface, 1217 West Third Street, Wilton,
IA 52778 (800) 225-3006. 220 and 600 grit wet/dry sandpaper was manufactured by
3M Do-It Yourself Division, Box 33053, St. Paul, MN 55133-3053.
Photomicrographs. Photomicrographs were produced digitally with a Nikon Coolpix
4500 fitted to the microscopes using a Martin Microscope MMCool S/N: 0485
adapter as manufactured by Martin Microscope Company, 207 South Pendleton
Street, Easley, South Carolina, 29640 (864.242.3424). Prior to photographing, a thin,
wetting solution of mineral oil was applied to the cross sectioned surface of the
embedded samples to achieve a consistent surface and to reduce glare from scattered
light reflection.
Chromochronologies. Sample layers as listed in the chromochronology spreadsheets
were identified through microscopic cross-section analysis of the cast samples, with
generic color names assigned to the individual layers. More precise color
identification and matching of specific target layers was made with loose, uncast
samples (see Color Matching below). Chromochronology spreadsheets have been
adapted from: "Architectural Paint Research Chart and Categorization System" by
Helen Hughes in Layers of Understanding, Setting Standards for Architectural Paint
Research, 2002, pp. 67-71.
Color Matching. Sample layers have been assigned generic color names.
Color matching was undertaken with loose, uncast samples leftover from the
embedding of samples for cross-section analysis. Where feasible, color identification
of target layers to a Munsell Color Notation was initially made with a Konica Minolta
Chroma Meter CR-241 with selectable focus areas of either 0.3 mm or 1.8 mm. This
notation was then assessed with direct visual comparison of the loose sample with the
closest Munsell color chip under a Nikon SMZ-1B Zoom Stereoscope. Matching of
target finish layers within samples to a commercial proprietary color system (i.e.
Benjamin Moore, Sherwin Williams, Pratt & Lambert, Behr, etc.) was also
undertaken with direct visual comparison under a Nikon SMZ-1B Zoom Stereoscope.
The Munsell Color Notation System and/or the Munsell Neutral Value Scale is
manufactured by MacBeth, a Division of Kollmorgen Corporation, 405 Little Britain
Road, New Windsor, New York 12553-6148 (914.565.7660, 800.622.2384, Fax
914.565.0390).
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ROOM 101 – WEST PARLOR
SAMPLE LOCATIONS

BROOM

101 -

CBF-101-5
panel @
mopboard
CBF-101-1
Door casing,
@mopboard
CBF-101-2
Door casing

CBF-101-7 panel wall @
mopboard
CBF-101-9 wall panel
CBF-101-10 edge of panel
CBF-101-11 panel stile

CBF-101-8
door, lower
rail

Floor Plan of Col. Barrett
Farmhouse provided by
New England Landmarks.
Altered by ACS.

N

COLOR MATCHING - COLOR CHIPS
The color match of individual layers as represented by the following color chips was not
adjusted to take into account any degradation of the applied coatings such as the possible
fugitive nature of pigmentation, the yellowing of a linseed oil-based binder which can
occur when not exposed to light, blanching of the applied coatings from exposure to UV
light, or possible chemical interaction between pigments, binders, and/or atmospheric
pollutants.
ACS does not recommend or endorse a specific commercial color system. The
commercial color chips on the following pages are meant as a visual representation of the
determined Munsell Color Notation System color match. Owners/Agents are free to
utilize the commercial color system(s) of their choice, using the Munsell designation or
color chips for professional matching by a paint retailer.
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Room 101 – West Parlor

ROOM 101- WEST PARLOR
A total of fifteen (15) samples taken were taken from Room 101, West Parlor. Eight
(8) of these samples were chosen as representative samples and embedded for cross
section analysis.
Summary
•

The earliest coating appeared to be a translucent coating on the panel wall of
the east elevation. Though it was suspected this coating was the same red
wash such as observed in Room 103, Muster Room and Room 104, Kitchen,
due to the ephemeral nature of this coating, this could not be determined with
certainty.

•

The first complete target finish campaign had a dark blue green ground coat
with a suspected copper resinate glaze with red mopboards. There was
speculation faux marbleizing was present on some of the elements with the
blue green ground but this could not be verified or disproved with microscopic
analysis. Selective exposure windows would be needed in-situ to determine
the presence or absence of this decorative treatment.
Baseboard and mopboard areas were painted red during this campaign. Color
comparison with Rooms 102 and 103, suggested these red mopboards aligned
with the 2nd red coating in Rooms 102 and 103.

•

The second complete target decorative finish campaign had a yellowish green
ground coat with a translucent glaze on most wood trim elements. Baseboards
and selected mopboard areas on the plank walls had an orange ground coat
with a translucent reddish brown overcoating, possibly faux grained. Door
casings and doors did not have a painted mopboard at this finish campaign.

Investigation
The earliest coating appeared to be a translucent coating suspected to be the same
red wash such as observed in Room 103, Muster Room and Room 104, Kitchen. This
was only observed on samples from the paneled wall on the east elevation but due to
the thin and ephemeral nature of this coating, this could not be determined with
certainty.
The first complete target finish campaign was a dark blue green with a suspected
copper resinate glaze and red mopboard/baseboards. The color placement of this
finish campaign could be seen (see photo below) after partial paint stripping had
taken place.
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Photo courtesy of Frederic Detwiller, AIA

As these were the earliest coatings observed on the casing of the door to the 1768
West Ell, it was indicated this finish campaign was contemporary with that date or
soon after.
The dark blue green ground coat was predominantly Prussian-based (based on the
presence of dark blue agglomerations of pigment), and possibly some verdigris (based
on the green coloration observed in places). The glaze was a suspected copper
resinate, based on the variegated brown and green coloration, which is characteristic
of degraded copper resinate. Due to the translucency and degradation of the glaze it
could not be color matched.
There was some variegation in the dark blue green ground coat, though it was
suspected this was not polychrome but degradation of the coating and/or the influence
of the glaze on the ground coat. The best commercial color matches for replication of
this dark blue green ground coat were Benjamin Moore 2053-20 and Pratt & Lambert
23-19. A caveat is given due to the fact that the glaze would have influenced the
visual characteristics of this color, affecting both the color as well as the perception of
depth. The combination of the ground coat and tinted glaze would have resulted in a
vibrant decorative finish not achieved with a single ground coat as represented by the
commercial color matches.
There was speculation that faux marbleizing was present with this finish campaign
but this could not be verified or disproved with cross section analysis. Selective insitu exposure windows would be needed to ascertain if faux marbleizing were present
or not.
Architectural Conservation Services
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Contemporary with the finish campaign of dark blue green with glaze were red
baseboards and painted mopboards around the perimeter of the room (sample CBF101-7), including the bottoms of doors (sample CBF-101-8) and door casings (sample
CBF-101-1). There was some ephemeral evidence this also had a glaze but if so, most
had exfoliated and/or been removed. The closest commercial color match to the red
ground coat was Benjamin Moore 2104-10.
Subsequent to the dark blue green finish were additional coatings that could not be
fully explained. Two elements (the door casing to the west ell, samples CBF-101-1
and CBF-101-2) appeared to have an additional layer of coating not seen on other
samples. This was comprised of a yellowish green layer with a thin, translucent
overcoating but was too thin and/or degraded to be color matched.
The second complete target finish campaign was a yellowish green with a glaze
with mopboards picked out in a suspected faux finish.
The yellowish green appeared to be a three-coat system comprised of two layers of a
yellowish green and a thin, translucent overcoating, suspected to be a simple, oilbased glaze. The predominant color match to this yellowish green fluctuated between
Benjamin Moore 494 and 495, with variations likely due to degradation.
The baseboard and some mopboard areas (samples CBF-101-5 and 7) had a two-coat
system of an orange ground with a partially translucent reddish brown overcoat. The
mopboards areas of the doors and door casings were not painted with this two-coat
system during this finish campaign.
The orange basecoat was matched to Benjamin Moore 2161-10 and Sherwin
Williams 6370, though it was suspected subsequent layers influenced the color match
to the Benjamin Moore and the best choice for color replication would be Sherwin
Williams 6370. The secondary coat of reddish brown approximated Benjamin Moore
2164-10 and Benjamin Moore 2105-10 but the translucency and variegation of this
coating could not be accurately portrayed with these target color matches. The actual
coating would not have been opaque but would have allowed the orange base coat to
show through.
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A

B

C

D

1

sample

CBF-101-1

CBF-101-2

CBF-101-5

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

JBV

3

date

1/14/10

1/14/10

2/2/10

4

elevation

west

west

east

6

feature

door to West Ell

door to West Ell

panel wall

7

element

N door casing

N door casing

infill panel

8

detail

@ mopboard area

above mopboard area

N stile

4 1/8" awf

9 1/8" awf

3 1/8" awf

1 3/4" from inside S edge of casing

2 3/4" from S edge of casing

1 1/8" from NE post casing

assumed 1768 element based on HSR date for West ell addition

assumed 1768 element based on HSR date for West ell addition

installed 3rd or 4th finish campaign?

wood

wood

wood

ID

5

9
1 0 location
11

@ mopboard area

12
13
1 4 notes
15
16
17
18
1 9 substrate
20

2 1 1768 - suspected red (10R 3.4/4.1, BM 2104-10)
22

dark blue green (8BG 3/2, P&L 23-19)

23

yellowish green, intermittent (UV yellowish green)

yellowish green (UV yellowish green)

24

trans?, thin

trans?

26

yellowish green, primer?

yellowish green, primer?

27

yellowish green (9Y 6.2/2.8, between BM 494, UV yellowish green) yellowish green (8.1Y 5.9/2.4, between BM 494 & 495, UV yellowish green) red/brown trans? w/ dark particles (2YR 3.2/4.5, BM 2105-10)

28

trans, thin

trans?, thin

29

off-white gray? (7.5Y 7/1.3, BM 1501, UV off-white yellow)

off-white gray (6Y 6.7/2.2, BM 1502, UV off-white yellow)

trans, brown?

25

yellowish green (UV yellow)

30

orange (7.3YR 4.1/7.8, SW 6370)

amber trans? thin (UV yellow)

31

white, remnant (UV grayish)

white (UV grayish)

white (UV grayish)

32

off-white (UV grayish yellow)

off-white (UV grayish yellow)

trans, gray

33

yellow (UV yellow)

yellow (UV yellow)

off-white (UV grayish yellow)

34

dirt

35

yellow (UV yellow)

yellow (UV yellow)

dirt

36

trans? (UV blue)

yellow (UV blue)

yellow (UV yellow)

37

off-white (UV green)

off-white, 2 layers (UV green)

yellow (UV blue)

38

dirt, trans?

39

yellow, 2 layers? (UV greenish gray)

yellow, 2 layers? (UV greenish gray)

40

dirt, trans?

trans

41

off-white, 3 layers (UV yellow)

off-white, 2 layers (UV yellow)

42

off-white, 3 layers (UV brown)

off-white, ? layers (UV brown)

43

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white, 3 layers (UV brown)

44

off-white (UV blue gray)

off-white (UV blue gray)

off-white (UV yellow)

45

off-white (UV purple)

off-white (UV purple)

off-white (UV blue gray)

46

yellow (UV yellow)

off-white, 2 layers (UV green)

off-white (UV purple)

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux
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Room 101 - West Parlor
A

E

F

G

H

1

sample

CBF-101-7

CBF-101-8

CBF-101-9

CBF-101-10

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

JBV

JBV

3

date

2/2/10

2/2/10

2/2/10

2/2/10

4

elevation

east

east

east

east

6

feature

panel wall

door to 102

panel wall

panel wall

7

element

@ mopboard area

lower rail

center, lower panel

center, lower panel

8

detail

ID

5

feather edge of panel

9
1 0 location
11

3 5/8" awf

3" from bottom of door

6 3/4" awf

8 5/8" awf

13" from S pilaster plinth

16" from latch side stile edge

27 1/8" from edge of N backband of door to 102

29 5/8" from N backband of door to 102

12

under N-most lower panel

13
1 4 notes
15

assumed 1768 element based on HSR date for West ell addition

16
17
18
1 9 substrate
20

wood (dark surface)

wood

trans?

2 1 1768 - suspected red (9.6R 3.3/3.9, BM 2104-10)
22

red (0.3YR 2.7/4.9)

wood (dark surface)

wood (dark surface)

trans? reddish amber

trans, remnants, reddish amber

dark blue w/verdrigris & prussian? (10BG 3/3, BM 2053-20) dark blue green (5BG 3/3, P&L 23-19)
trans, brown

23
24

yellowish green

yellowish green

yellowish green

yellowish green

25

yellowish green (3.3Y 5.6/3.2)

yellowish green (8Y 5.7/2.3, BM 494)

yellowish green (10Y 6.3/2.2, BM 494)

yellowish green (8.1Y 6.2/2.5, BM 495)

26

orange (7.3YR 4.3/5, BM 2161-10)

27

off-white, thin & intermittent)

28

orange? or red/brown (4YR 3.5/3.7, BM 2164-10)

29

off-white gray (UV off-white yellow)

trans

off-white, gray (8Y 6.8/1.2)

off-white, gray? (7.7Y 6.7/1.6)

off-white, gray?

30

off-white (UV grayish yellow)

off-white (UV grayish yellow)

off-white (UV grayish yellow)

31

yellow (UV yellow)

yellow (UV yellow)

yellow (UV yellow)

32

dirt

dirt

dirt

33

off-white (UV grayish yellow)

yellow (UV yellow)

yellow (UV yellow)

yellow (UV yellow)

34

yellow (UV yellow)

yellow (UV blue)

yellow (UV blue)

yellow (UV blue)

35

off-white, 2 layers (UV green)

off-white, 2 layers (UV green)

off-white, 2 layers (UV green)

36

yellow (UV yellow)

trans

trans

trans

37

yellow (UV yellow)

yellow, 2 layers? (UV greenish gray)

yellow, 2 layers? (UV greenish gray)

yellow, 2 layers? (UV gray)

38

off-white (UV green)

trans

trans

off-white (UV off-white yellow)

39

yellow, 2 layers? (UV greenish gray)

off-white, 3 layers (UV yellow)

off-white, 2 layers (UV yellow)

off-white, 2 layers (UV yellow)

40

dirt, trans?

off-white, 3 layers (UV brown)

off-white, 3 layers (UV brown)

off-white, 3 layers (UV brown)

41

off-white, 3 layers (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV blue gray)

off-white (UV blue gray)

off-white (UV blue gray)

off-white (UV purple)

off-white (UV purple)

off-white (UV purple)

42
43

off-white (UV brown)

44
45
46

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux

Colonel. Barrett Farm
Room 101 - West Parlor
A

I

1

sample

2

taken by

JBV

3

date

2/2/10

4

elevation

east

6

feature

panel wall

7

element

vertical stile

8

detail

ID

J

K

CBF-101-11

5

9
1 0 location
11

8 3/4" awf

12

bet. lower N + center panels

31 3/4" from N backband of door to 102

13
1 4 notes
15
16
17
18
1 9 substrate
20

wood (dark surface)
trans, remnants, reddish amber

2 1 1768 - suspected dark blue (10BG 3/3, BM 2053-20)
22
trans green
23
24

yellowish green, primer? (lighter then groundlayer)

25

yellowish green gray, ground (1.5GY 6.1/2.3, between BM 494 & 495)

26
27
28
29

off-white, gray (7.5Y 6.6/1.9)

30

off-white (UV grayish)

31

yellow (UV yellow)

32
33

yellow (UV yellow)

34

yellow (UV grayish yellow)

35

off-white, 2 layers (UV green)

36

trans

37
38

off-white (UV yellow)

39

off-white, 2 layers (UV yellow)

40

off-white, 2 layers (UV brown)

41

off-white (UV yellow)

42

off-white (UV blue gray)

43

off-white (UV purple)

44
45
46

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux

ROOM 102 - ENTRY

ROOM 102 - ENTRY
SAMPLE LOCATIONS

CBF-103-6 stair apron

CBF-103-11
newel

CBF-103-7 plank wall

TOP OF STAIR AT 202
LANDING – not pictured:
CBF-202-9 riser
CBF-202-10 tread outer edge
CBF-202-11 tread center

CBF-103-5 plank wall

CBF-103-3 door
CBF-102-2 - mopboard
CBF-102-9 – plank wall
CBF-102-10 – plank wall

Floor Plan of Col. Barrett Farmhouse
provided by New England Landmarks.
Altered by ACS.

CBF-102-1 post casing

N

COLOR MATCHING - COLOR CHIPS
The color match of individual layers as represented by the following color chips was not
adjusted to take into account any degradation of the applied coatings such as the possible
fugitive nature of pigmentation, the yellowing of a linseed oil-based binder which can
occur when not exposed to light, blanching of the applied coatings from exposure to UV
light, or possible chemical interaction between pigments, binders, and/or atmospheric
pollutants.
ACS does not recommend or endorse a specific commercial color system. The
commercial color chips on the following pages are meant as a visual representation of the
determined Munsell Color Notation System color match. Owners/Agents are free to
utilize the commercial color system(s) of their choice, using the Munsell designation or
color chips for professional matching by a paint retailer.
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Room 102 – Entry Hall

ROOM 102 – ENTRY HALL
A total of eleven (11) samples were taken from Room 102 – Entry Hall. Nine (9) of these
samples were chosen as representative samples and embedded for cross section analysis.
Due to the merging of early layers of coatings and the difficulty in distinguishing them,
there was a question whether elements were contemporary with another or not.
Potentially more questions were raised than answered in this particular space. Some but
not all of the samples taken from Room 202, Upper Entry, were considered in this
investigation to better understand Room 102. More information may be realized from a
full study of Room 202 and/or selective exposure windows in the field.
Summary
•

The initial coating on most wood elements appeared to be the same red wash
observed in Room 103, Muster Room and Room 104, Kitchen. However this
could not determined with certainty due to the ephemeral nature of this coating.

•

The first complete target finish campaign was comprised of a gray ground coat
with a translucent glaze on most sampled wood elements. The newel post was a
darker gray ground coat and earlier in-situ investigation indicated the handrail
was also a darker gray and the balusters a lighter gray.
Evidence indicated the stair treads and risers were not painted at this campaign,
but may have had a translucent coating.
Mopboard areas were purplish red with a glaze, such as observed in Room 103,
Muster Room and Room 105, Bedroom. However, the plaster stair apron was not
picked out with this purplish red during this finish campaign.

•

Following the first target finish campaign was a second coating of red (possibly a
refresher coating) with a high gloss, translucent glaze on the mopboard areas,
including the door. This red appeared to align with the red of the first target
finish campaign on the mopboards in Room 101.

•

Subsequent yellowish green coatings were ephemeral and incomplete with
inconsistent colors. It was unclear whether these comprised a degraded standalone campaign, were touchups, or were associated with the second complete
target finish campaign.

•

The second complete target decorative finish campaign was comprised of a
variegated yellowish green with painted mopboards similar to that observed in
Room 101, West Parlor.
The painted mopboards had an orange ground coat with a translucent reddish
brown overcoat, possibly comprising a faux graining campaign. At this time there
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was no painted mopboard on the door to Room 101 but the stair apron on the
plaster apron/wall was painted the same reddish brown as the second coating on
the mopboard areas.
The center area of the stair treads had a suspected faux finish, possibly
marbleized, with yellow and blue green over a yellowish green ground. On the
outer area of the tread was an intermittent orange (the same as seen for the first
coating on the mopboards) over the yellowish green ground.
Investigation
The earliest coating on most sampled elements was remnants of a suspected red wash
such as observed in Room 103, Muster Room.
The first complete target finish campaign on sampled elements was polychromatic,
with the corner post (sample CBF-102-1) and wall planks (samples CBF-102-7, CBF102-9 and CBF-102-10) being gray with a translucent glaze. The newel post (sample
CBF-102-11) was a darker gray with a translucent glaze. Due to degradation and
intermingling of layers, color matching among samples was not consistent. The best
commercial color match for replication of the gray ground coat on the walls and corner
post was Pratt & Lambert 29-21 and the darker gray ground coat of the newel post was
matched to Pratt & Lambert 32-19.
During the in-situ investigation, it was noted that the balusters appeared “gray”, while the
newel appeared to be a darker gray than the baluster, and the handrail appeared to be a
dark gray green (different than the newel). From that it could be inferred that the
balusters were the same color as the walls and corner post, but it was not as clear if the
handrail referred to this same finish campaign or might have referred to the interim layer
that followed. There was some speculation the handrail had originally been red but the
first red appeared on both the newel and the handrail at the suspected fifth or sixth finish
campaign.
Also at the first target finish campaign, the mopboards (samples CBF-102-2, CBF-102-3
and CBF-102-5) were painted a purplish red with a translucent glaze, such as observed in
Rooms 103, Muster Room and 105, Bedroom. The purplish red was color matched to
Benjamin Moore 213-20. The plaster stair apron was not picked out with purplish red at
this time but appeared to have a suspected whitewash. The stair risers and treads (samples
CBF-202-9, through 11) appeared to be unpainted but possibly had a translucent coating.
Following the first complete target finish campaign it appeared the mopboards were
refreshed with an additional campaign of red with a glaze. This was also observed in
Room 103, Muster Room & Room 105, Bedroom, and appeared to be similar to the first
campaign on the mopboard/baseboards in Room 101.
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Subsequent to this was an incomplete campaign with inconsistent colors ranging between
yellowish green and olive green. It was unclear whether this was a stand-alone campaign,
a refresher coating, or associated with the next finish campaign.
The second complete target finish campaign in Room 102 was comprised of one or two
layers of a variegated yellowish green with a glaze that appeared to parallel the finish
campaign in Room 101, West Parlor. Like Room 101, the yellowish green was color
matched between Benjamin Moore 494 and 495. There was variegation among the
samples, but differences in color matches were likely due to degradation, though this
would need to be verified in the field. The newel post did not appear to be a different or
darker color than other sampled wood elements during this finish campaign.
The mopboards were painted similar to those in Room 101, West Parlor. These had a
ground coat of orange followed by a translucent reddish brown overcoating, and were
suspected to be a faux graining. The mopboard of the door to Room 101 did not have this
treatment but was painted yellowish green like the plank walls. The orange ground coat
was color matched to Benjamin Moore 2161-10 and the reddish brown overcoating was
matched to Benjamin Moore 2096-10. The plaster stair apron was painted only with the
translucent reddish brown overcoating (BM 2096-10).
The stair riser (sample CBF-202-9) was painted for the first time at this finish campaign
and was the same yellowish green as other sampled woodwork, matched to Benjamin
Moore 494. The center area of the stair tread was painted differently than in the outer
area. The outer area (sample CBF-202-10) had a yellowish green ground coat with an
intermittent orange on top, the same orange as observed as the ground coat on the
mopboards. It is suspected this might have been a faux graining but this would need to be
verified in the field.
The center of the tread (sample CBF-202-11) also appeared to have a faux treatment with
layers of yellow and blue green (with Prussia) over the yellowish green ground coat. The
yellow was matched to Benjamin Moore HC-5 but the blue green with Prussian could not
be color matched due to its variegation and intermingling.
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Room 102 - Entry
A

B

C

D

1

sample

CBF-102-1

CBF-102-2

CBF-102-3

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

JBV

3

date

1/14/10

2/2/10

2/2/10

4

elevation

SE

south

west

6

feature

SE post casing

horizontal plank wall

door to 101

7

element

above mopboard

@ mopboard area

lower rail

8

detail
12 1/4" above floor

2 1/2" above floor

2 1/2" from bottom of door

2 1/2" from S elev. plank wall

ID

5

9
1 0 location
11

24 1/4" from W elev. plank wall

7 1/4" from edge of hinge side stile

12

W of entry door

@ painted mopboard

13

@ painted mopboard

1 4 notes
15

encapsulated behind newer baseboard

16
17
18
1 9 substrate
20
2 1 1768,
22

wood

wood

trans reddish amber

trans

suspected gray (5Y 4.2/0.8 P&L 29-21)

wood (dark surface)

gray, thin, primer (2.9Y 4.3/1.6, UV yellow)

gray, thin, primer (2.8Y 4.5/1.5, UV yellow)

purplish red (0.5YR 3/2.4 BM 2113-20)

purplish red (0.9YR 3/2.7, BM 2113-20)

23

trans?

trans

24

red, glossy (9.5R 3/3, P&L 5-18)

red (8.7R 3.2/2.4, P&L 5-18)

trans?

25

trans?

trans

26

yellowish green

yellowish green (6.4Y 5.2/3, UV greenish gray)

yellowish green (8.8Y 5.7/2.8, between BM 494 & 495, UV greenish gray)

27

yellowish green (5.3Y 5.5/2.7, BM 2143-30)???

yellow (6Y 4.7/2.8, BM 516, UV yellow)

yellowish green (7.7Y 5.8/2.6, between BM 494 & 495, UV yellow)

28

orange, w/ orange particles (6YR 3/5, red lead?)

29
30

red/brown, trans? (5.1YR 3.3/2.8, BM 2096-10)
off-white, gray (4.9Y 6.7/1.5)

gray (UV yellow)

31

off-white yellow (UV yellow)

32

off-white yellow (UV yellow)

33

off-white (UV gray)

off-white, thin (UV blue/white)

34

trans? (UV blue)

off-white (UV grayish green)

35

off-white (lght yellow)

off-white (UV grayish green)

36

off-white (UV gray green)

trans? (UV blue/white)

37

off-white (UV gray)

off-white (UV grayish green)

38

off-white, 17 layers

off-white (UV green w/ green particles)

39

split or trans?

40

off-white (UV olive green)

41

off-white (UV olive green)

42

off-white (UV green)

43

off-white (UV green)

44

off-white (UV blue/white)

45

off-white @ least 7 layers

46
47

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux
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Room 102 - Entry
A

E

F

G

1

sample

CBF-102-5

CBF-102-6

CBF-102-7

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

JBV

3

date

2/2/10

2/2/10

2/2/10

4

elevation

north

north

north

6

feature

vertical plank wall

stair

vertical plank wall

7

element

@ mopboard area

painted apron

W-most plank

8

detail

2nd panel from E-most panel

ID

5

above mopboard area

9
1 0 location
11

2 1/2" above floor

7" above 3rd stair tread from 1st landing

6 1/8" above floor

25 3/8" from E plank wall

2 3/8" from 4th riser from 1st landing

3 3/8" from newel post

12

@ painted mopboard

plaster

wood

13
1 4 notes
15
16
17
18
1 9 substrate
20
2 1 1768,
22

wood
trans

trans reddish amber, distinct

suspected

gray (5.7Y 3.7/1, P&L 32-19)
purplish red (1.2YR 3/2.6, BM 2113-10)

23
24

red (9R 3/3.3, P&L 5-18)

white (? layers)

gray (6.4Y 4.3/0.8, P&L 29-21)

trans, thin

trans (or soiling?)

yellow? trans sealer? (UV off-white green)

olive green, remnants (6.6Y 4.5/1.4, BM HC-106, UV yellow)

25

trans?

26

yellowish green (UV yellow)

27

yellowish green, murky in x-section

yellowish green (6Y 6.2/3.3, UV yellow)

yellow (5.9Y 5.4/2.8, BM 515)

28

orange (7YR 4/5, BM 2161-10)

red/brown (4.2YR 3.6/3.2, BM 2096-20)

orange, remnants on one side (from mopboard?)

29

trans?

off-white, gray (5.6Y 6.6/1.9, UV yellow)

30

gray (9Y 5/0.5)

gray (UV gray)

31

trans?

off-white yellow (UV yellow)

32

off-white yellow (UV yellow)

off-white yellow (UV yellow)

33

off-white yellow (UV yellow gray)

off-white yellow (UV yellow)

34

off-white yellow (UV blue white)

off-white yellow (UV blue)

35

off-white (UV grayish green)

off-white (UV green)

36

off-white (UV grayish green)

off-white (UV grayish green)

37

trans? (UV blue/white)

off-white (UV grayish green)

38

off-white (UV grayish green)

off-white (UV grayish green)

39

off-white (UV green w/ green particles)

40

off-white (UV olive green)

41

off-white (UV olive green)

off-white (UV olive green)

42

off-white (UV green)

off-white (UV green)

43

off-white , 4 layers

off-white , 4 layers

44

yellow, 2 layers

yellow, (UV dark)

45

off-white @ least 4 layers

off-white, 4 layers (UV dark)

46
47

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux
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Room 102 - Entry
A

H

I

J

1

sample

CBF-102-9

CBF-102-10

CBF-102-11

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

JBV

3

date

2/2/10

2/2/10

2/2/10

4

elevation

south

south

n/a

6

feature

horizontal plank wall

horizontal plank wall

stairs

7

element

1st plank from floor

1st plank from floor

newel

8

detail

above mopboard level

@ encapsulation area from earlier door trim

N face

1 0 location
11

10 3/4" above floor

5 1/2" above floor

21" above floor

31 3/4" from W elev. plank wall

34 1/2" from W elev. plank wall

1" from E edge of newel

12

W of entry door

@ E edge of plank

wood

wood

wood

trans

trans reddish amber

trans, remnants

ID

5

9

13
1 4 notes
15
16
17
18
1 9 substrate
20
2 1 1768,
22

suspected
gray (5.8Y 3.5/1.2, P&L 32-19)

23

grayish green (4.1Y 4.7/2, UV yellow)

grayish green (4.4Y 4.4/2.7)

trans?

24

trans? yellow

trans?

yellowish green?

olive green?

trans?

25
26

yellowish green (7.5Y 6.2/2.9, between BM 494 & 495, UV yellow) yellow (particle of verdigris embedded in surface, 5.9Y 5.3/3.1, BM 2143-30 ) yellowish green? (5.8Y 5.3/2.6)

27

trans? yellowish

trans? yellowish

trans?

28

light gray, 2 layers (off-white, gray?

dirt? (remnants only)

off-white, gray?

29

w/ intermittent black?

off-white, gray?

30

off-white (UV yellow)

dark reddish brown?

31

off-white (UV yellow)

trans? thin ( UV yellowish?)

32

dark, thin (UV dark)

33

off-white yellow (UV blue)

red

34

off-white (UV green)

red

35

off-white (UV grayish)

36

off-white (UV grayish)

yellow

37

off-white, 2 layers (UV grayish)

gray

38

off-white (UV green w/ green particles)

blueish gray

39

off-white (UV olive green)

blue

40

off-white (UV olive green)

41

off-white (UV green)

42

off-white, 2 layers (UV gray)

43

off-white (UV green)

44

off-white (UV gray)

45

off-white (UV blue)

46

off-white (UV grayish yellow)

47

off-white, 3 layers (UV dark)

APPEARS DARKER THEN OTHER SAMPLES

red

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux
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Room 102 - Entry
A

K

L

M

1

sample

CBF-202-9

CBF-202-10

CBF-202-11

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

JBV

3

date

2/4/10

2/4/10

2/4/10

4

elevation

n/a

n/a

n/a

6

feature

stair

stair

stair

7

element

riser (top riser before reaching floor of 202)

tread

tread

8

detail

W side of riser

outer (W) area

center of tread

5 7/8" above tread

3/8" from top riser

@ edge against upper riser

28" from E apron

26 3/4" from E apron

13 3/8" from E apron

top tread before reaching 202

top tread before reaching 202

no initial gray

no initial gray

ID

5

9
1 0 location
11
12
13
1 4 notes
15

no visible trans or red wash
no initial gray

no color match of blue to blue green due to variegation

16
17
18
1 9 substrate
20
2 1 1768,
22

wood

wood

wood

trans?

trans?

suspected

23
24
25

yellowish green

yellowish green (8.5Y 6.2/2.6, BM 494)

yellowish green (9Y 6.5/2.4, BM 494)

26

yellowish green (0.3GY 6.4/2.3, BM 494)

orange (7.6YR 4.6/4.6, BM 2161-10) intermittent

yellow (5.9Y 7.3/2.4, BM HC-5) & blue to blue/green w/ prussian

27

trans

trans, amber

trans, amber

28

gray

gray

gray

29

gray

gray

gray

30

gray

gray

gray

31

gray

gray

gray

32

gray

gray

gray

33

gray

gray

gray

34

gray

gray

gray

35

gray

gray

gray

36

gray

37

off-white

off-white

off-white

38

off-white

off-white

off-white

39

gray

gray

gray

40

gray

gray

gray

41

green

green

gray

42
43
44
45
46
47

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux
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ROOM 103 – MUSTER ROOM

ROOM 103 – MUSTER ROOM
SAMPLE LOCATIONS

CBF-103-7 cupboard wall
CBF-103-8 shelf
CBF-103-9 shelf edge

CBF-103-15 cupboard casing

CBF-103-13 & 14 mantle panel

CBF-103-3 ceiling joist

CBF-103-2 door casing

CBF-103-16 beam

CBF-103-10 wall, mopboard

CBF-103-1 baseboard

Floor Plan of Col. Barrett
Farmhouse provided by New
England Landmarks.
Altered by ACS.

N

COLOR MATCHING - COLOR CHIPS
The color match of individual layers as represented by the following color chips was not
adjusted to take into account any degradation of the applied coatings such as the possible
fugitive nature of pigmentation, the yellowing of a linseed oil-based binder which can
occur when not exposed to light, blanching of the applied coatings from exposure to UV
light, or possible chemical interaction between pigments, binders, and/or atmospheric
pollutants.
ACS does not recommend or endorse a specific commercial color system. The
commercial color chips on the following pages are meant as a visual representation of the
determined Munsell Color Notation System color match. Owners/Agents are free to
utilize the commercial color system(s) of their choice, using the Munsell designation or
color chips for professional matching by a paint retailer.

Colonel Barrett Farm

Room 103 – Muster Room

ROOM 103 – MUSTER ROOM
A total of sixteen (16) samples were taken from Room 103, Muster Room. Thirteen (13)
of these samples were chosen as representative samples and embedded for cross section
analysis.
Summary
There were numerous anomalies observed with some of the earliest finish campaigns that
warrant further investigation.
•

The initial coating on most wood elements appeared to be the same red wash as
observed on the uncovered ceiling joists.

•

The first complete target finish campaign was suspected to be polychromatic.
Many sampled elements had a three-coat system comprised of a gray primer
followed by a blue green ground coat with a suspected copper resinate glaze that
was degraded and browned.
The panel over the fireplace appeared to be treated differently, with a variegated
dark blue to blue green. This variegation, in conjunction with the difference in
color suggested the possible presence of a faux finish.
The baseboard and mopboard areas were painted in a purplish red with a glaze, as
was observed in Room 102, Entry and Room 105, Bedroom. This purplish red
was also observed on the top of the shelf and edge of the shelf in the built-in
cupboard on the north elevation. The first target finish campaign on the interior
plank wall in the upper part of the cupboard was highly degraded but appeared to
be a dark green ground coat with a copper resinate glaze that had degraded to
brown.
Though not conclusive, it was possible the beam had a faux treatment, as a
fragment of a black coating was observed above the blue green ground coat.

•

Following the first target finish campaign were two incomplete campaigns, the
first being a coating of red with translucent on the baseboard and mopboard areas
and the cupboard shelves. This was also observed in Rooms 101, West Parlor (as
the first target finish campaign on baseboard/mopboards) and 102, Entry. It was
suspected these coatings might have been applied to refresh these areas.

•

The next incomplete finish campaign was a thin dark green with a translucent
overcoating that may have been a degraded copper resinate (again due to the
brown coloration). This was observed on the baseboard and closet door as well as
the interior of the cupboard (plank wall and shelf edge).
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Room 103 – Muster Room

The second complete target finish campaign (which aligned with second complete
target finish campaigns in other first floor rooms) had most of the sampled
woodwork painted with a yellow green ground coat followed by a glaze that
appeared degraded and brown. The baseboard had an orange ground coat, similar
to what was seen in Room 101, West Parlor and Room 102, Bedroom, but this
was not painted on the mopboard areas of the plank walls.
Once again the panel over the mantle appeared to have been treated differently,
with an olive green. The beam was also olive green.
The top shelf of the cabinet remained red during this campaign, although not the
shelf edge. Other cabinet elements were a dark yellow brown with a darkened
glaze, likely degraded. However, there was a question as to whether this dark
yellow and darkened glaze seen on the cabinet elements was associated with this
second complete target finish campaign or the preceding, incomplete campaign.

•

Though beyond the period of significance, the subsequent finish campaign also
appeared to be polychromatic, with the panel over the mantle once again
suspected of being “picked out” in a different color. This appeared to have been a
pattern for that particular element for a number of early finish campaigns.

Investigation
The earliest coating on wood elements was a suspected translucent, red wash. This was
clearly visible in-situ on the exposed ceiling joists (sample CBF-103-3) and the interior
plank wall of the cupboard (sample CBF-103-6), but due to the thin and ephemeral nature
of this coating, it was not clearly defined in samples taken from other elements. The
specific date of this finish campaign was not known but it was applied previous to the
installation of the plaster ceiling. Based on comparative analysis of stratigraphies from
samples in Room 101, West Parlor, suggested this coating was applied previous to 1768
when the West Ell was constructed.
The first complete target finish campaign on sampled wood elements was
polychromatic. The closet door casing (sample CBF-103-2), the cupboard door casing
(sample CBF-103-15), and the beam (sample CBF-103-16) had a three-coat system
comprised of a gray primer, a coarsely ground, Prussian-based blue green ground coat,
followed by a suspected copper resinate glaze. Though there were variations in the color
matches of the ground coats among these samples, the original color was likely the same
with any differences attributed to the degraded Prussian pigment and/or degraded and
discolored linseed oil (traditional oil binder), or infiltration and degradation of the copper
resinate glaze, which varied from green to yellowish to brown, depending on degrees of
degradation. Though polychrome among these elements has not been definitively
determined, the recommended color match for replication of the ground coat of blue
green was Pratt & Lambert 24-20.
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An anomaly was an intermittent, almost black coating that was seen in conjunction with
the glaze on the sample taken from the beam (sample CBF-103-16). This was not a
carbon-based coating, discounting fire damage. Due to the intermittent and fragmentary
evidence, it was unclear whether this was a faux finish or a dark and highly degraded
glaze.
The over-mantle panel (samples CBF-103-13 and 14) appeared to have been “picked out”
in a different ground color that was variegated and ranged between dark green to blue
green. These samples also had an initial gray primer and a translucent glaze on top of the
ground coat. Due to the variegation of the ground coat it was not possible to provide a
color match or fully understand the visual intent.
The interior plank wall of the upper cupboard (sample CBF-103-7) had a three-coat
system comprised of a gray primer, a dark green ground coat, followed by a suspected
copper resinate glaze that had degraded to dark brown. The dark green ground coat was
color matched to Benjamin Moore 707.
The baseboard (sample CBF-103-1) and mopboard of the vertical plank wall (sample
CBF-103-10), as well as the top and edge of the north elevation cupboard shelf (samples
CBF-103-8 and 9) had a two-coat system of purplish red with a translucent glaze. This
was also observed in Rooms 102 and 105 on the baseboard. The purplish red was color
matched to Benjamin Moore 2113-20.
As observed in other rooms, there appeared to be an intermediate, possibly “refresher”
finish campaign on several sampled elements following the first target finish campaign.
The baseboard, mopboard of the plank wall and cupboard shelf top and edge had a
secondary layer of red. This red appeared to align with the first target finish campaign
observed on the baseboard/mopboards of Room 101.
A second intermediate/incomplete finish campaign appeared on the baseboard, closet
door casing, cupboard interior plank wall and shelf edge. It was a thin layer of dark green
with a suspected translucent glaze, possibly a copper resinate due to its brown coloration.
Because the layer was so thin, it could not be color matched.
The second complete target finish campaign within Room 103) also appeared to be
polychromatic. The closet door casing, (sample CBF-103-2), vertical plank wall (sample
CBF-103-10), and cupboard casing (sample CBF-103-15) had a two-coat system of a
yellowish green ground coat and a glaze that appeared brown and degraded. Again,
differences in the ground coat were observed but may be due to the influence of the
degraded glaze. This yellowish green was also the ground coat/under coat treatment on
the baseboard (sample CBF-103-1). The wood elements were likely all painted the same
and then the baseboard color was applied on top. The recommended choice for
replication of the yellowish green ground coat was Benjamin Moore 495, which was from
sample CBF-103-15 and appeared to represent the ground coat unaffected by degradation
of the glaze.
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Room 103 – Muster Room

As in the first target finish campaign, the over mantle panel (samples CBF-103-13 and
14) appeared to be “picked out” in a different color. The ground color of the over mantle
panel was olive green, matched to Benjamin Moore 518 which was also the color of the
beam (CBF-103-16).
The top shelf of the cupboard interior remained red at this finish campaign, though the
edge of the shelf and other interior cupboard elements appeared to be a dark yellow
brown with a darkened (likely degraded) glaze. The dark yellow brown ground coat was
matched to Sherwin Williams 6153. It was unclear whether this dark yellow brown and
glaze was contemporary with the second complete target finish campaign or the previous
incomplete finish campaign.
At the second complete target finish campaign the mopboard of the vertical plank wall
was painted yellowish green, not orange as the baseboard was. The orange baseboard
(sample CBF-103-1) was similar to what was observed in Rooms 101, West Parlor, and
102, Entry, and was color matched to Sherwin Williams 6370.
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Room 103 - Muster Room
A

B

C

D

E

1

sample

CBF-103-1

CBF-103-2

CBF-103-3

CBF-103-5

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

JBV

JBV

3

date

1/14/10

1/14/10

1/21/10

2/2/10

4

elevation

south

west

n/a

north

6

feature

baseboard

closet door

ceiling joist

cupboard

7

element

N casing

3rd joist from E

upper, interior

8

detail

above mopboard area

plaster wall

ID

5

9
1 0 location
11

3 1/8" awf

12 1/2" awf

1 1/8" from interior ceiling of cupboard

8 7/8" from SW post casing

5/8" from edge of chamfer

@ NW corner of cupboard

12

encapsulated

above top shelf

gray w/dark particles layer same as in Room 102, entry?

compare w/103-6 & 7

13
1 4 notes
15

suspect baseboard is picked out at this campaign as well

16
1 7 substrate
18
1 9 1768,
20

wood

wood

wood

plaster

trans? amber/reddish surface

trans? amber/reddish surface

trans amber/reddish surface

blue green

suspected gray, primer? (9.8YR 2.8/0.8, UV yellow)

gray, primer? (8.6GY 3.5/0.7, UV yellow gray)

purplish red (0.9YR 2.5/3.2, BM 2113-20)

blue green (3.5BG 3.5/1.1, SW 6215 but needs more chroma/blue)

21

trans?

trans? green

22

red? (10R 2.7/5.2, BM 2104-10)

23

trans? tinted?

24

dark green (4GY 2.6/1.5, P&L 18-17, UV blue gray)

dark green w/ prussian (3.1GY 2.5/1.7, P&L 18-17, UV blue gray)

25

trans?

trans?

26

yellowish green (8.5Y 3.6/2.7, BM 496, UV muted yellow) yellowish green, fragment (9.1Y 4.6/2, UV muted yellow)

27

trans, brown

28

orange (8.8YR 4.6/6, SW 6370)

29

trans, brown?

30

off-white gray (UV yellow)

31

gray w/ dk particles (UV yellow)

32

off-white (UV yellowish)

33

off-white w/ yellow surface (UV yellowish)

green

trans, brown

off-white gray (UV yellow)

yellow (UV grayish yellow)

34

off-white (UV blue)

35

off-white (UV yellow)

36

off-white (UV yellow)

37

off-white (UV yellow)

38

off-white (UV yellow)

39

off-white (UV yellow-blue)

40

trans? (UV blue)

41

off-white (UV green gray w/ green particles)

42
43
44

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux

Colonel Barrett Farm
Room 103 - Muster Room
A

F

G

H

I

1

sample

CBF-103-6

CBF-103-7

CBF-103-8

CBF-103-9

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

JBV

JBV

3

date

2/2/10

2/2/10

2/2/10

2/2/10

4

elevation

west

west

north

north

6

feature

cupboard

cupboard

cupboard

cupboard

7

element

lower, interior

upper, interior

upper, interior

upper, interior

8

detail

W elev. plank wall

W elev. plank wall

3rd shelf from top

top shelf

top of shelf

front molded edge of shelf

12" from top shelf

11 1/2" from interior ceiling of cupboard

2 1/4" from W interior wall

2 3/4" from W interior wall

1 1/4" from S cupboard stile

10 3/8" from N plaster wall

5/8" from front edge of shelf

on edge

last 7 layers align with the initial off-whites in 103-9

last layers appear to align w/ last layers of 103-10

ID

5

9
1 0 location
11
12
13
1 4 notes
15
16
1 7 substrate
18
1 9 1768,
20
21

suspected

wood

wood

wood

wood

trans? amber/reddish surface

trans? amber/reddish surface

trans? amber/reddish surface

trans? amber/reddish surface

gray? (UV yellow)

gray? (UV yellow)

gray? (UV yellow)

dark green? (5G 3/1.1, BM 707)

purplish red? (8.9R 2.6/2.9, BM 2113-20)

purplish red? (9.5R 3.2/2.1, BM 2113-20)

trans? dark brown

trans?

trans?

red (9.8R 2.6/4.4, BM 2104-10)

red (1.3YR 2.5/5.1, BM 2104-10)

trans?

trans?

22
23
24

dark yellow brown (1.9Y 3.3/1.9, SW 6153)

25

dark, glaze?

dark yellow brown? (3.5Y 3/2.7, SW 6153)
dark, glaze?

26

off-white

off-white

27

off-white

off-white

28

gray, trans

off-white

29

trans?

off-white

30

blue green

blue green

off-white

31

blue green

blue green

off-white

32

green

green

off-white

33

off-white

34

off-white

35

off-white

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux

Colonel Barrett Farm
Room 103 - Muster Room
A

J

K

L

1

sample

CBF-103-10

CBF-103-13

CBF-103-14

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

JBV

3

date

2/2/10

2/2/10

2/2/10

4

elevation

west

west

west

6

feature

vertical plank wall

fireplace

fireplace

7

element

@ mopboard area

over mantle panel

over mantle panel

8

detail

ID

5

N stile

9
1 0 location
11

1 3/4" awf

10 1/4" above mantle

3/4" below crown/bed molding

4 3/4" from N edge of plank

16 3/8" down from crown/bed molding

3" from NW post casing

12

N of door to 102

8 1/4" from NW post casing

13
1 4 notes
15

NO orange mopboard

16
1 7 substrate
18
1 9 1768,
20

wood

wood

wood

trans? amber/reddish surface

trans? reddish surface

trans? amber/reddish surface

gray (8.1Y 3.2/0.6)

gray (UV yellow)

dk green to blue green

dk green to blue green

trans

trans?

suspected gray? (UV yellow)
purplish red? (0.9YR 3/2.5)

21
22

red

dk green?

23

trans?

trans

24

yellowish green (8.9Y 4/1.9, BM 489)

dark olive green (7Y 3.9/2, BM 518, UV dk yellow brown)

26

off-white gray (UV yellow)

yellow/tan (UV yellow/gold)

yellow/tan (UV yellow/gold)

27

yellow (UV grayish yellow)

yellow? (UV yellow/gold)

yellow/tan (UV yellow/gold)

28

off-white (UV blue)

off-white (UV blue)

off-white (UV blue)

29

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

30

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

31

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

32

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

33

off-white (UV yellow-blue)

off-white (UV yellow-blue)

off-white (UV yellow-blue)

34

trans? (UV blue)

trans? (UV blue)

trans? (UV blue)

35

off-white (UV green gray w/ green particles)

off-white (UV green gray w/ green particles)

off-white (UV green gray w/ green particles)

36

off-white (UV green gray w/ green particles)

off-white (UV green gray w/ green particles)

off-white (UV green gray w/ green particles)

37

off-white (UV green gray. no green particles)

off-white (UV green gray. no green particles)

off-white (UV green gray. no green particles)

38

trans (UV whitish)

trans (UV whitish)

trans (UV whitish)

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

19 layers off-white

19 layers off-white

25

trans

39
40

dark olive green? (6.2Y 3.5/1.7, BM 518)

18 layers off-white

41
42
43
44

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux

Colonel Barrett Farm
Room 103 - Muster Room
A

M

N

1

sample

CBF-103-15

CBF-103-16

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

3

date

2/2/10

2/2/10

4

elevation

north

west

6

feature

cupboard

beam

7

element

W stile/casing

8

detail

ID

O

5

9
1 0 location
11

24 1/8" awf

3 1/2" below ceiling

1 1/4" from NW post casing

64 3/4" from SW corner post

12

above closet

13
1 4 notes
15
16
1 7 substrate
18
1 9 1768,
20

wood

wood

trans? amber

trans? amber/reddish surface

suspected gray

gray

blue green (7BG 3.1/1.6, P&L 24-20)

blue green (1.4G 2.6/1, BM 685)

21

trans

trans? green? & black?

22

blue green?

dk green

23

trans? brown

24

yellowish green

25

yellowish green (9Y 4/2.7, BM 495)

olive green (7Y 3.5/1.9, BM 518, UV dk yellow brown)

26

trans, brown

trans , brown

27

off-white gray (UV yellow)

off-white gray (UV yellow)

28

yellow/tan (UV yellow/gold)

yellow/tan (UV yellow/gold)

29

off-white (UV blue)

off-white (UV blue)

30

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

31

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

32

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

33

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

34

off-white (UV yellow-blue)

off-white (UV yellow-blue)

35

trans? (UV blue)

trans? (UV blue)

36

off-white (UV green gray w/ green particles)

off-white (UV green gray w/ green particles)

37

off-white (UV green gray w/ green particles)

off-white (UV green gray w/ green particles)

38

off-white (UV green gray. no green particles)

off-white (UV green gray. no green particles)

39

trans (UV whitish)

trans (UV whitish)

40

off-white (UV yellow)

off-white (UV yellow)

41

16 layers off-white

19 layers off-white

42
43
44

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux
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ROOM 105 – BEDROOM

ROOM 105 – BEDROOM
SAMPLE LOCATIONS

CBF-105-5 beam casing

CBF-105-1 door stile
CBF-105-2 door bottom rail
CBF-105-4 door casing

CBF-105-3 baseboard

Floor Plan of Col. Barrett
Farmhouse provided by
New England Landmarks.
Altered by ACS.

N

COLOR MATCHING - COLOR CHIPS
The color match of individual layers as represented by the following color chips was not
adjusted to take into account any degradation of the applied coatings such as the possible
fugitive nature of pigmentation, the yellowing of a linseed oil-based binder which can
occur when not exposed to light, blanching of the applied coatings from exposure to UV
light, or possible chemical interaction between pigments, binders, and/or atmospheric
pollutants.
ACS does not recommend or endorse a specific commercial color system. The
commercial color chips on the following pages are meant as a visual representation of the
determined Munsell Color Notation System color match. Owners/Agents are free to
utilize the commercial color system(s) of their choice, using the Munsell designation or
color chips for professional matching by a paint retailer.

Colonel Barrett Farm

Room 105 – Bedroom

ROOM 105 – BEDROOM
A total of nine (9) samples were taken from Room 105, Bedroom. Five (5) of these
samples were chosen as representative samples and embedded for cross section analysis.
Summary
•

The earliest coating on sampled wood elements (baseboard and beam casing)
appeared to be a reddish wash, such as seen in Room 103, Muster Room.

•

The first target finish campaign observed was beige, with a suspected translucent
glaze. The baseboard had a purplish red ground coat with a translucent glaze.

•

The second target finish campaign on all sampled elements was an olive green
ground coat with a translucent glaze.

Investigation
The earliest coating observed on these samples was a translucent red wash, surmised to
be similar, if not the same, as the extant finish observed in Room 104, Kitchen and the
ceiling joists of Room 103, Muster Room.
Based on comparative analysis of sample stratigraphies the earliest elements within
Room 105 were the baseboard (sample CBF-105-3) and the beam casing (sample CBF105-5).
Sample CBF-105-5, taken from the underside of a beam casing had heavy soiling on top
of the initial reddish translucent, surmised to be residuals of cooking/smoke before the
wall to the kitchen was installed.
The first complete target finish campaign was a beige, observed on the beam casing
(sample CBF-105-5) with a suspected translucent glaze. The beige ground coat was
commercially matched to Pratt & Lambert 14-26.
The sampled baseboard (sample CBF-105-3) had a purplish red layer with a translucent
glaze that appeared to correlate to the purplish/reddish baseboards observed in Room
102, Entry and Room 103, Muster Room. The ground coat of the purplish red was
matched to Benjamin Moore 2113-30.
This finish campaign was only observed on samples CBF-105-3, taken from the
baseboard, and CBF-105-5, taken from the beam casing.
The second complete target finish campaign within Room 105, Bedroom, was a light
olive green with a translucent glaze, with the best commercial color match of the ground
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Room 105 – Bedroom

coat being Sherwin Williams 6137. All sampled wood elements appeared to be painted
the same color at this finish campaign, including the baseboard.
This finish campaign was the first finish campaign observed on samples from the door
and door casing to the West Ell (samples CBF-105-1, CBF-105-2, and CBF-105-4).
Those samples had an initial translucent (suspected to be a sealer) followed by the light
olive green with translucent, suggesting an installation date contemporary with this finish
campaign. This contradicted the in-situ investigation, which placed the door elements
contemporary with the baseboard and beam casing.
Based on comparative analysis and speculation utilizing excerpts from Col. Barrett’s will,
it was theorized the door to the West Ell was installed post 1768 (later than the West Ell
addition) and possibly added after the Colonel’s death (1779) as a means of greater
access to and from the Widow’s Third. Though unclear if the Lower room referred to in
the Colonel’s Will references Room 101, West Parlor or Room 105, Bedroom, the
installation of the doors would have allowed unfettered access to any of these rooms
through the stairs in the West Ell.
“I Give to My well Beloved wife Rebecca Barrett the use and Improvement of the
Lower room and Chamber with Part of the Seller under the Same in the westerly
End of my Present Dwelling House So Long as She Remains my widow.” (excerpt
from Col. Barrett’s Will)
Though not part of this investigation and therefore not fully studied, the door and door casing
to the West Ell from Room 201, West Chamber, appeared to have stratigraphies that closely
correlated with West Ell door and door casing from Room 105, Bedroom.
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Colonel Barrett Farm
Room 105 - Bedroom
A

B

C

D

1

sample

CBF-105-1

CBF-105-2

CBF-105-3

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

JBV

3

date

2/2/10

2/2/10

2/2/10

4

elevation

west

west

west

6

feature

door to West Ell

door to W ell

baseboard

7

element

S (hinge side) stile

lower rail

8

detail
8 1/2" from bottom of door

1 1/2" from bottom of door

1 3/8" from top of baseboard

2 1/4" from edge of hinge side stile

9 1/8" from edge of hinge side stile

35 1/4" from S door casing

ID

5

9
1 0 location
11
12

@ mopboard area

13
1 4 notes
15
16
17
1 8 substrate
19
2 0 1768,
21

wood

wood

wood
trans, red

suspected

purplish red (0.7YR 3/2.3, BM 2113-30)
trans, amber

22

trans. sealer? (UV grayish yellow)

23

lt. olive green (4.7Y 5.9/2.5, BM HC-89, UV gray yellow) lt. olive green (2.7Y 5.2/2.7, SW 6137, UV gray yellow) lt. olive green (2.5Y 5/3.5, SW 6137)

24

trans

trans

trans

25

pink

pink (UV orange to yellow)

pink (UV orange to yellow)

trans. sealer? (UV grayish yellow)

26

off-white?

27

gray

gray (blue)

gray (blue)

28

gray

gray (UV blue)

gray (UV blue)

29

yellow

yellow

yellow

30

yellow

yellow

yellow

31

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

32

orange

orange

orange

33

off-white

off-white

off-white

34

off-white

off-white

off-white

35

yellow

yellow

yellow

36

off-white, pink

off-white, pink

off-white, pink

37

trans?

trans?

trans?

38

green

green

green

39

off-white

off-white

off-white

40

off-white

off-white

off-white

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux

SAMPLE LOCATIONS

Colonel Barrett Farm
Room 105 - Bedroom
A

E

F

1

sample

CBF-105-4

CBF-105-5

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

3

date

2/2/10

2/2/10

4

elevation

west

north

6

feature

door to W ell

beam casing

7

element

N casing

underside

8

detail

above mopboard level

ID

G

H

5

9
1 0 location
11

60 3/8" from top of casing

75" from NW post casing

1" from N edge of casing

3" from N face of casing

12
13
1 4 notes
15

area encapsulated by former window

16
17
1 8 substrate
19
2 0 1768,
21

wood

wood
trans reddish amber, remnants

suspected

dirt/soiling
beige (2.7Y 6.5/2.6, P&L 14-26, UV yellow)

22

trans. sealer? (UV grayish yellow)

23

lt. olive green (2.7Y 5.2/3.3, SW 6137, UV gray yellow) lt. olive green (3.1Y 5.4/2.3, SW 6137, UV gray)

24
25

trans?
trans? soiling?

pink (UV orange to yellow)

26

pink (UV orange)
pink tan (UV yellow/orange)

27

gray (blue)

gray (UV blue) missing in X-section

28

gray (UV blue)

dark green (or is this a trans effecting gray?)

29

yellow

30

yellow

31

BREAK

32

orange

33

off-white

34

off-white

35

yellow

36

off-white, pink

37

trans?

38

green

39

off-white

40

off-white

Layers listed in red comprise first target finish campaign. Layers listed in green comprise second target finish campaign.
trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux

EXTERIOR

Colonel Barrett Farm

Exterior

EXTERIOR
Four (4) samples were taken from elements suspected to be associated with the exterior
of the House. Microscopic examination of the loose samples revealed only two (2) of
these four (4) samples had evidence of any applied coatings. One of these samples (CBFEX-1) was embedded for further cross section analysis.
Sample CBF-B-1 was taken from the remnant of a suspected clapboard that had been
used as a nailer. This element was located under the stairs to the second floor in the
West Ell, just west of the 1st floor bedroom (Room 105). Under microscopic
examination there were no signs of applied coatings, only dirt particles. This lack of
coating, in conjunction with no visible weathering of the surface, indicated this
element had not been on the exterior of the house.
Samples CBF-EX-1, CBF-EX-2 & CBF-EX-3 were taken from a fragment of a window
frame found in the attic. The exterior of this element was severely weathered with
checking of wood and no evidence of applied coatings on the areas associated with the
exterior of the frame. This suggested the exterior had not been painted, which would not
be untypical for a house in the 18th c. It was also possible any coating that had been
applied had exfoliated from the element, and was then exposed to the weather for a
considerable period of time.
Samples CBF-EX-1 & CBF-EX-3 was taken from the side jamb of the window frame
where overpainting from the lower window sash was present. It was assumed these
applied coatings were associated with interior coatings based on the orientation of the
element and this was verified with cross section analysis. Based on preliminary
comparative analysis of sample stratigraphies it was indicated the element this sample
was taken from was originally part of Room 201, West Chamber.
Sample CBF-EX-2 was taken from the side of the window frame, where the ghosts of
clapboard ends were visible. This ghosting was formed by dirt particles and no applied
coatings were observed on this sample.
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Colonel. Barrett Farm
Exterior
A

B

C

D

E

F

1

sample

CBF-EX-1

CBF-EX-2

CBF-EX-3

CBF-B-1

2

taken by

JBV

JBV

JBV

JBV

3

date

2/19/10

2/19/10

2/22/10

2/19/10

4

elevation
nailer

ID

5
6

feature

window frame

window frame

window frame

7

element

inside jamb

outside jamb

inside jamb

8

detail

@ lower sash

@ ghost of clapboard

@ lower sash

@ Barrett Farm

@ Barrett Farm

@ Schnepel Woodworking, Providence, RI

found in attic

found in attic

originally found in attic

9
1 0 location
11

under basement stairs in West Ell

12
13
1 4 notes
15

layers match initial layers observed in Room 201

layers match initial layers observed in Room 201

suspected fragment of clapboard

16
17
18
1 9 substrate
20

wood

wood

wood

wood

red wash?

dirt

red wash?

no finishes or weathered surface

21

yellow/gold, remnant

22

trans?

23

grayish green (5Y 6.1/2.3, BM 1517)

24

trans

yellow/gold, remnant

yellow/gold?
grayish green (avg 6Y 5.6/2, BM 1510)

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

trans = translucent, aff = above finished floor, SW = Sherwin Williams, P&L = Pratt & Lambert, BM = Benjamin Moore, BR = Behr, DX = Dulux

1ST FLOOR PLANS

Plans courtesy of New England Landmarks

PROPOSAL
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PROPOSAL
INTERIOR FINISHES
CROSS SECTION ANALYSIS
Colonel Barrett Farm
Concord, Massachusetts

PART 1: SCOPE OF WORK
1. Description
A. Project Objective. The purpose of this investigation is to assess and analyze the finishes
of select interior areas of the Col. Barrett Farmhouse to:
1. Identify and document stratigraphies of applied coatings of elements within the
subject areas, and;
2. Color match the target finish system (c. 1775), where possible, to the Munsell Color
Notation System and closest commercial paint chip where applicable.
B. To achieve the project objective Architectural Conservation Services (ACS) will
undertake the following work;
1. microscopic, cross-section analysis of twenty (20) representative samples previously
removed from the subject areas to include:
a. identification of sample stratigraphies, documented in sample chromochronology
spreadsheets,
b. color matching of the target finish system to the Munsell Color Notation System
and closest commercial paint system where applicable,
c. photomicrographs of representative samples.
2. generate report – see Report & Recommendations section below
C. The Scope of Work shall be limited to testing, analyzing, recording, and reporting
findings. Additional actions are beyond the scope of this Contract. Samples to be
investigated will be limited to those taken from Rooms 101, 102, 103, 105, and from
elements believed to be original exterior elements. Samples for Room 101 will be
matched to two (2) target finish campaigns. The target finish campaign for this
investigation is c. 1775.
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2. Examination and Documentation
A. Architectural Conservation Services (ACS) will utilize representative samples
previously taken and shall provide a written report detailing the results of the
investigation.
B. ACS will identify, whenever possible, the conditions, colors, and finishes found within.
C. ACS will document the findings in a report as described in Section 3: Report and
Recommendations, with elements identified using standard architectural nomenclature.
3. Report and Recommendations
A. ACS will prepare two (2) copies of the Final Report that will include the
following:
1. Submission of one report in an 8 1/2” by 11” format, GBC bound and one in a
removable 3-ring binder,
2. Description of fieldwork, analytical methods and test results,
3. A narrative description of methodology and results of tests employed of analyzed
samples from the Col. Barrett Farm including, Chromochronology spreadsheets
describing color sequences in generic terms, digital photomicrographs of embedded
sample cross-sections, and sample location photographs.
4. Target layers of samples taken from the Barrett Farm will be matched to the
Munsell Color System and the closest commercial color paint system where
possible. Commercial, proprietary color paint system (i.e. Pratt & Lambert or
Benjamin Moore) will represent, as closely as possible, the target finish campaign
colors in as-found condition with no adjustment for degradation of finish layers.
PART 2: PROJECT COMPLETION
1. Within ninety (90) days of receipt of contract (unless otherwise specified), ACS shall provide
the Owner/Agent copies of the Final Report. Preliminary reporting on colors may be shared
with the client prior to submission of the complete report.
2. The Contract will be terminated upon final payment to ACS.
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PART 3: FEE SCHEDULE
1. ACS will provide the aforementioned services for a sum of xxx thousand dollars ($x,000).
2. Cost is based on recording stratigraphies and sample locations, sample preparation, laboratory
analysis and testing, office expenses, report preparation, documentation, and generation of
two (2) reports.
3. Payment Schedule: Within ten days of receipt of reports, xxxx thousand dollars ($x,000.00).
PART 4: AGREEMENT
If you are in agreement with this contract, please sign below and return one copy of this contract
to Architectural Conservation Services, 190 High Street, Bristol, RI 02809.

_______________________________________________________________________
John B. Vaughan, Principal
Date
Architectural Conservation Services
_______________________________________________________________________
Owner/Agent
Date
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